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Untitled (Baby)
silicon, human hair, fiberglass
76 cm x 53 cm
photograph by Murry Fredericks

De Dos X oil on canvas 73’’x 55’’

Jacques

Bodin
www.jacquesbodin.com

Fruits III oil on canvas 52’’ x 52’’

Jacques Bodin, born in 1949, is a French hyperrealist painter
who has shown his hyperreal paintings since 1980. He lives and works in Paris. He has
been in numerous gallery shows and his work has been featured in many publications
including Peinture et photographie (2007), Hyperréalistes in France (2006), and Jacques
Bodin Paintings (2009).
His work accentuates photographic deviations from reality (depth of field, wide angle,
lighting, and focus anomalies) to create a hyperrealism reference. Subject matter includes
extreme closeup views of exacting images cast in shadow through reflective lighting.
He is exceptionally organized in the manner in which he captures his subjects and
depicts them with meticulous attention. Approaching minimalism, some of his works
embark on a conceptual aspect of hyperreality.
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JACQUES BODIN

De Dos XXII oil on canvas 52’’ x 40’’

De Dos XXVIII oil on canvas 16’ ’x 16’’

“I work in diverse subject themes such as grass, fruits, hair, trees
and vegetation. There is a connection between the grass, the
fruits and the hairs paintings: the same relationship between the
human body, nature and the universe.
I do not use aerograph, but the brush and oil painting starting
from the indications of a photograph. My paintings, generally of
extremely large dimensions, are executed from photos projected
on the canvas from an episcope or videoprojector”
8
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JACQUES BODIN

Q&A

JACQUES BODIN

If you are a photographer what equipment
do you use?
As most of the photorealist painters I employ the
photograph as a starting point.
I started with an argentic camera and a slide
projector to transfer images on canvas. Now I use
a numeric camera and after working the images
with photoshop I use a high resolution
videoprojector.
But the painting is not the photograph: the value

of human effort is affirmed through the act of
painting slowly and laboriously what the camera
can record quickly and effortlessly.
As in the case of similar techniques, new and
enlarged modes of representation delivered by
the videoprojector forces us to come to terms
with previuosly ignored aspects of the most
ordinary experiences of our daily life.
How has technology influenced your work?
The techniques of enlargement and cropping
Herbes V oil on canvas 52’’ x 43’’

Arbre III oil on canvas 63’’x 63’’
commonly used on numeric tools and the
close up vision emphasize the spiritual unity of
all things.
The orange, the grass become a world in itself,
a microcosm; most paintings are done at an
almost absurd scale and magnification so
becomes a kind of abstraction, separating the
object from ordinary reality and endowing it with
a life of its own.
Explain your process.
The preparation of the painting is somewhat
complex begining by installations of the subjects
(fruits, herbs, woods or humans). Photos are
taken from these constructed sculptural reliefs
and one of them is chosen and worked on a
computer.
The painting phase can begin: a one inch small
outline is painted to prepare the final product
generally of large dimensions.
How do you feeel about formal training?
Formal training is not a garantee of invention
and creativity and often provides academic and
traditionnal works and I would say that the
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absence of formal training provides an added
degree of freedom.
Though it may appear that I am devaluing the
tradition, Photorealism remains a technical art
and needs extreme virtuosity.
Do you find yourself visualising everything
as someday becoming a painting?
I am working on my very proximate environment
and my privileged topics, that I work
simultaneously, are grass, fruits, wood and
intimate representations of female hairs. I always
have a camera on me to catch daily situations.
The inspiration can happen every day, every time.
How long does one of your painting usually
take to finish in this style?
Each painting requires an asceticism of two or
three months. Perfection of execution contains
itself a message: it is perhaps the passage of
time the true subject of photorealist painters
which gives a metaphysical dimension to this
art. It is why I am much closer to Chuck Close,
Cottingham or Hucleux (spiritualistic
hyperrealists).

JACQUES BODIN

Alexandra

Ernst
I Dreamt that I was
John Glenn

I dreamt that I was John Glenn,
not the John Glenn in the Hollywood movie
played by the rugged actor Ed Harris in
Apollo 13, but the real man
who was one of my childhood heroes.
Okay, I was a girl so perhaps it was a bit odd
to imagine myself a man,
the first of our men to orbit the planet.
Why would I dream this dream?
I was a suburban brat
with braces.
I was the slowest runner in my 6th grade class.
Yet, I wanted to know what
it would take to become
an astronaut.
I had been told that it was good to dream,
that I could be whoever I wanted to be.
And I wanted to be John Glenn,
who had traveled
farther than anyone,
staying aloft
for 4 hours, 55 minutes
and 23 seconds
before he fell to Earth.

Alexandra
Ernst was born
in New York City.
After studying
Spanish at
Georgetown
University, she
worked in publishing
before completing
her B.A. in
Comparative
Literature at New
York University in
1987. Though she
has lived in Paris,
France for the past
20 years, she and
her husband and
two young children
spend each summer
hiking in the
Adirondacks and in
their home state of
Vermont. Her poetry
has appeared in
various literary
journals including
The Minetta Review,
The Anthology of
New England
Writers, IO, All
Things Girl, and
Blue Print Review.
She is currently
at work on her
first novel.
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Juris Edgars
is a young

teacher

in

twenty-something

Atlanta.

He

writes

poetry in lieu of beer money, but
keeps his facial hair from getting
unruly.

Floral Print Dress

A dream of one war is a dream of all wars.
When in a time where men saddle up at the front,
liquid pooling up beside lawn chairs,
and jockeys flee from self-watering lawns,
a few will think of this time as one in which
the trees grew up slightly off balance.
If by chance there is a player piano
grinding over notches out of key,
or an overheated phonograph
warps a brand new vinyl
spinning jazz and fumes for all it’s worth,
we may just make a movie of the scene,
or record the soundtrack to end all soundtracks,
and let it play on through our conflicts
at home and abroad-- the wilds of Africa
nipping at our heels.

Infomercial

But when the nets fail to ward off malaria
swarming on the cusp of our continent,
and a lapdog lay drowning in the warmth
of a hot tub in California in Winter,
the sound of gunfire clears a space for travel,
the thunder of air slamming into air.
Somewhere in a neighborhood
a sound like jazz hovers over a bedroom
where a housewife slips into a floral print dress.

I’m watching two melons decay
in an all side-by-side sort of way,
and one still slower than the other
(on camera time lapse,
and not a lapse of other things).
Cindy, O sweet Cindy,
tell us of your marauding, sinister grasp
en français s’il vous plaît.
In Australia they call those rock melons,
and in America some cantaloupe permutation.
But here where my skin is flaked and all in lines,
on the cusp of a phone call growing louder,
a color of suspect hue invades the television,
and the name of the product I’m calling for
escapes me.
12
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Denis

Peterson
www.denispeterson.com
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Pureeka!
Acrylic urethanes
on canvas
40” x 30”

Vortex
acrylics and
oils on canvas
40” x 60”

Denis Peterson was one of the first photorealist painters to
emerge in New York. Originally, his floor-to-ceiling sized paintings centered
around a single figure, with his monochromatic subjects characteristically
cropped to appear as enlarged black and white photographs. Later, he developed
a diverse number of original painting series, such as multiple phone booths in
New York City. Although not a professional photographer, he has relied on his
own camera shots to maintain a consistency of composition and subject matter as
reliable reference studies. Several years ago, Denis utilized photorealism as a
visual medium through which to portray the unthinkable: genocides. As with his
controversial painting series on homelessness, his work centered on the
indefatigable human spirit rather than on political and economic crucibles. More
recently, he has been painting urbanscapes of gargantuan commercial billboards
overlooking crowds of people scurrying about below, often unaware of what social
messages loom above.
Denis is widely recognized as a forerunner within the burgeoning school of
hyperrealism, a newer and more technologically innovative approach to
photorealist painting. The use of scaled optics, tonal perspective, multiple depths
of field, and overlapping color metrics are deeply embedded in his work. As his
subject motifs may change from series to series, one thing remains constant: he
strives to create a new and alternate reality as a challenging visual image in the
viewer’s consciousness. In fact, on several occasions other painters have told
him that they had actually felt they were in the midst of one of his hyper-real
urban paintings while walking around New York City. Denis is represented in Los
Angeles, New York and throughout Europe with world renowned collectors
actively seeking his most recent works of art.

Q&A

DENIS PETERSON

Why photorealism?
As subsets of realism, portraiture and surrealism
offer entirely different sets of genre challenges
and visual interpretations. And photography
alone certainly does not contain the pop elements
found in photorealism. If it did, many of us would
merely be taking reference photos and framing
them, saving a lot of work in the studio. I exploit
digital photographs as source materials. My work
is normally photo-realistic and not portraiture in
the pure sense. I use the figure simply as a
means of creative expression, without concern for
how a subject appears as to personality, stature
or pose. Consequently, each painting is
essentially a metaphoric simulation of reality,
hence hyper-reality. That said, I see photorealism
as a structured framework within which any
number of painting techniques can be employed
to create an engaging visual statement on canvas.
If you are the photographer what equipment do
you use?
For the sake of convenience, I use digital
cameras; however, almost all of my photography
has been produced by consumer level point-andshoot types. If I need to get a decent telephoto
effect, for example, I later rely on computer edits
instead. I personally know other photorealist
painters who use $70,000 cameras to get the
greatest macro details, but I am happy with my
relatively inexpensive $200 cameras just the
same. The photograph is only a means to an end.
My paintings are a simulation of an alternate
reality - not a simulation of a photograph of reality.
How do you feel about formal training?
It’s always great to study in an open environment
where artists of various disciplines can exchange
ideas and approaches to their art under the
guidance of professionals. Early in my career as a
painter, the MFA program at Pratt set a definitive
structure for my work ethic and individual painting
style. Many of my professors remained lifelong
friends; and regardless of stylistic differences,
there was always mutual respect and
appreciation; their painting techniques remain
with me to this day - often incorporated in my
work.
Have any of your mistakes become a success?
In virtually all of my work.
With rare exceptions, I have come to look at socalled mistakes as guideposts to correcting a
piece. In one of my most recent pieces - Walkin’
New York - I happily finished the painting only to
step back a few feet and recognize that I had
successfully painted a large black marble wall that
completely threw off the balance of the entire
painting. After several attempts to moderate the
tone, I painted in a non-existent set of aluminum

framed shop windows that
virtually reflected the other
side of the street;
something I never would
have thought of doing, were
it not for the “mistake.”
Do you find yourself
visualizing everything as
someday becoming a
painting?
I used to do that
consciously — and all the
time — but no longer. Now
I allow more subconscious
observations to come to the
surface while painting. In
that way, my work can
remain free from what
otherwise could appear as
staged and contrived.
Although the paintings may
appear as convincingly
altered states of reality;
perceptions are not always
as the eye sees them, nor
as the camera views them.
As a totally new simulacra,
they exist only in the mind
of the viewer.
How do you know when a
work is done?

INTROSPECTIVE:
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It is all a question of
balance… balance of
lighting, balance of form,
balance of composition,
etc. I find that the easiest
resolve is to work as fast as
I can, as if I were painting
an abstract expressionist
piece. Then it becomes
more apparent when I am
treading on thin ice as to
overworking an area, a
color, etc. Working in
glazes helps, too, as to
apparent surface value and
overall tonality. Many
painters do not know when
to stop as evidenced in works
where overly painted objects
do not relate to each
other in an otherwise undefined space.
In contrast, I adhere to an ideology of using the
least amount of optical definition to achieve the
maximum effect of visualization. For me, it’s all
about illusion and stopping short of overly
defining any part of a painting before it can
mistakenly become elevated to an object of
undue homage.
DENIS PETERSON

Gloucester Road Acrylic urethanes on canvas 40” x 30”

“I consider my paintings as semiotic signposts…
hyper-real illusions of intransigent pop cultures.
Collectively, my body of work is a confluence of
societal anomalies and individual identity.”
DENIS PETERSON
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Too Much Of Nothing acrylics on canvas 54” x 38”
18
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DENIS PETERSON

Who Is Billy Elliot? acrylic gouache on board 16”x14”
DENIS PETERSON

poetsandartists.com
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Radames

Ortiz
http://theamplifiedbard.blogspot.com

Radames Ortiz’s
work has appeared in

numerous literary
journals including, Gulf
Coast, Texas Observer,
Open City, Hayden’s
Ferry Review, Cortland
Review, and Exquisite
Corpse. His work has also
been collected in various
anthologies which
include, US Latino
Literature Today,
Regeneration: Telling
Stories from Our
Twenties, and Is This
Forever, Or What?: Poems
and Paintings from Texas.
He was nominated for a
2003 Pushcart Prize. He
was also awarded a 2003
Archie D and Bertha
Walker fellowship from
the Fine Arts Work
Center in Provincetown.
He was the 2006-2008
Naomi Shihab Nye
Scholar and was a
featured poet at the
Poetry at Roundtop
Festival. You can follow
him on twitter
@radameso.
.
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Graffiti
On a granite slab in a bathroom stall
etched are the words, “I give good head”
like a tattoo inked across the shoulders.
Wondering, how others express their
talents to strangers choking pressed-ironed
shirts into kaki pants. Wondering, how
to announce my own sly tricks
in unlikely public places.
These proclamations, I read all the time.
Scratched into wooden surfaces
of park benches, streaked across
the muggy glass of transit centers.
“Kristy loves Radames 4 ever” or
“El Chuy was here y que.” Once, in a smoky
bar near the pool tables, someone knifed
the sentence, “We are all resting in the dark.”
Finally, something worth sharing among
people who carry rum and cokes
like crosses, emblems of faith
for a divine mixer, a goddess
balancing bottles like batons.
Other instances, words aren’t
so loud and flourished.
Instead a dullness like garden snakes
hisses the language of perverts.

Memory of Home
Behind me a girl’s clear English,
transparent like the day’s
staggering heat, flows between men,
standing like tombstones.
The hunger she claims
as her own, gnaws
from within, the way
termites gorge on wood.
Her tongue shrieks
and her hands tremble
under the tin-gray clouds,
now gathering into stillness.
She pleads again and again,
the kindness of strangers
always mysterious like the long
minutes before waking.
The men now tease her,
driving in yellow vans,
their arms, twisted like their hearts,
wave dollar bills and the
sheepish snarl of wolves.
Biting her heels, the way
dusks bites the earth,
her son follows,
a shackle around her wrist.
His ribs the shape of cathedrals,
their jagged peaks jotting
out beneath his loose shirt.
Soon, they’ll go into the night,
carrying the dull light of streetlamps,
the shuffle of old newspapers,
and the quaint dead memory of home.

Introspective:

!

The writing
process of
Memory Of
Home

Memory of Home was
written after going to Auto
Zone to buy some car oil.
As I walked out of the
store, I immediately
noticed a young woman
with her kid weaving in
and out of the cars in the
parking lot. She was
Caucasian in a
predominately Latino
neighborhood. Later that
evening, I went home and
imaged what would a
typical day for her be like
and what sort of people
she would encounter. Most
importantly, I wanted to
describe how her life was
taking a toll on her body.
RADAMES ORTIZ

RADAMES ORTIZ
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“For me, every
portrait has a
story to tell.”
RUBEN BELLOSO

Rubén

Belloso
benbe.deviantart.com

is currently finishing his degree at the University

of Fine Arts in

Seville. At the present, he is focusing almost exclusively on portraits in pastel, a
technique he has been perfecting for the past five years.

Q&A

RUBEN BELLOSO

Why realism?
Actually, I don’t find a better way to express
my feelings than through realism. From my
point of view everything is part of an evolving
process until reaching an artistic maturity. I
hope someday I’ll be able to show the
essence of my characters without using detail.
Explain your process.
I first prepare the canvas with pumice and tail
of rabbit glue. This way, the surface remains a
bit rough and the pastel can adhere to it. I
don’t like to use grids or projectors so I don’t
lose my drawing skills, but sometimes, due to
time restrictions, I end up using them. I draw
the light parts with pastel powder and a rag,
and then I work on the detail.
How do you feel about formal training?
I believe that lessons learned are fundamental:
among others, the chiaroscuro (the
distribution of light and shade in a picture), the
proportion... According to my experience, if
you want to deform with success, first you
must be able to form, and for it, it is
indispensable to have a good knowledge of

drawing. Places like Universities are where
you can gain this knowledge.
How do you know when a work is done?
When you’re painting, you’re having a
dialogue with the artwork. Usually it’s the
artwork that tells you if it’s finished. Other
times, you feel there’s nothing missing nor is
there anything surplus in it. I try to get to the
portrayed’s soul over the physical similarity.
When I achieve this, I consider it’s done.
What has been your biggest challenge?
Actually I’m into a big challenge. I’m working
on 18 portraits done with pastels on big
canvases which I need to finish in 6 months.
This will be my first individual exhibition which
will take place in January, 2010.
How long does one of your paintings usually
take to finish in this style?
I don’t really take a long time to paint, I spend
more time taking the pictures for the previous
study and the preparation of the canvas. In
total, I usually take about 2 weeks to finish a
portrait.

poetsandartists.com
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Francisco Borrás pastel on board 150 cm x 110 cm

RUBEN BELLOSO

RUBEN BELLOSO

Enrique Ramos pastel on board 150 cm x 110 cm

poetsandartists.com
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Antonio Zambrana pastel on board 150 cm x 110 cm

RUBEN BELLOSO

RUBEN BELLOSO

Elia Vazquez Diaz pastel on board 150 cm x 110 cm

poetsandartists.com
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Estudio Portugal 4 pastel on board 146 cm x 114 cm

RUBEN BELLOSO

Sam

Rasnake
believes, at
times, he’s a

www.angelfire.com/zine/bluefifth/index.html

highway in a Bishop
poem or a character in
a Buñuel film, but
occasionally he writes,
and his works have
appeared recently in
BOXCAR Poetry
Review, Ecotone:

With six months to live
Life is brief
– from Ikiru by Akira Kurosawa

Reimagining Place,
Poetry Midwest, and
Best of the Web 2009
anthology (Dzanc
Books). He has work
forthcoming in Wild
Goose Review, The
Smoking Poet, and
the Deep River
Apartments anthology
(The Private Press).
The author of one
chapbook, Religions of
the Blood (Pudding
House), and one
collection, Necessary
Motions (Sow’s Ear
Press), he edits Blue
Fifth Review, an online

Montana sunsets in late summer,
the sky’s heavy reds slide down
into rivers, before the bristled specs
of a thousand thousand worlds sing
out their cold light, before the great
drifts of snow swallow time
Maybe butterflies along the Amazon
– a friend told me how their blue
was like no other – the delicate wave
of their bodies, almost too perfect,
disappear into a wet, green dawn
The Great Wall, polar caps, Galapagos –
None of these would matter
On my deck, reading Proust, listening
for that soft wind in the pergola,
looking the sparrow into redbud leaves,
I would breathe your name
to the holy silence
I would breathe your name

poetry journal
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from Four Colors

Blue

– after Krzysztof Kieslowski

The sugar cube is soaked
with coffee before it’s plopped.
You could use a long, steady cry,
but the mice in your rooms are too loud,
the voices along the stair, too intimate,
and those who love you – if
that is even the word – too lost
in the refraction of miserable silences.
It’s the music that haunts,
the missing lines of ink on paper,
the flute with no streets to fill.
A stone wall on which the hand bleeds
beneath a numbed and empty heaven
with its long hollows of disconnection.

Red
This is a poem about what is heard, not what is seen
A poem about pity, about an ache for such a loss
Lines for risk, for luck, for wager, for cherry cherry cherry
for the one gift a coin should bring
for random pages in a book
the dusky strings of Van den Brudenmeyer
a stumbled walk across an unlikely stage
for unreal, pretend, ersatz
The reader must never forget: it’s a life made up of many lives
a fraternal order of should have been
These lines are against indifference, are lines to make you commit
Lines to make you angry, to make you cry
If asked if you have loved, you will answer – no
If asked about grief – and say it with me : no
an immaculate no
The connections are broken, the window, broken, the battery, dead
There’s no laughter here, but there will be smiles
can’t you feel it, even now, tugging at your mouth
A smirk perhaps
An epiphany to be sure
Or breath of life, or second chance
Someone should have told you

30
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SAM RASNAKE

Warm Saké with Plucked Samisen,
a Tray of Food, a Tangle of Bodies
– Ogu, Tokyo, 1936
This is the moment that’s never enough,
that you will spend your life trying to
get back to, the moment of abandon,
of forcing an exquisite thread of universe
through a tiny hole. There’s a certain
beauty in what we lose. Every yes,
every no is perfect chance, perfect surrender.
His eyes hold everything. Her fingers gather
the stilted world, rumbling under the balls
of their feet, into something livable.
This is before the war, before
the world shifts off center, when
the machine rules absolutely –
unbalanced and unwilling.
These are givens. After the man dies,
the woman cuts off his penis and scrotum,
carries them, like small children,
hotel to hotel, until she is found, finally.
There’s no hate, no anger, just a hunger
to feed. No one wants to punish her
for her heart, for the meaning that slips away
when the last rattle of air escapes.

SAM RASNAKE

poetsandartists.com
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A Pleasing Land of Drowsy
Sometimes rain is a wound in the heart.
Sometimes it’s a hole, a phantom ache,
where the heart should have been. Or
it’s the head, and you’re left headless
to stumble over streets, frightening
everyone who happens upon you there
on the sidewalk, all slick and puddled –
lightning and rumble behind the hard
edge of rooftops – “Ichabod!” they yell
before running off, but you know they mean
Headless Horseman, and you’ve no horse,
but what does truth matter at such a time.
Your body remembers the word for this, but
you’ve no way of telling it – flailing both arms
into some sort of code you wish someone
(anyone) knew, only no one does. So –
you lumber on, bouncing off here and
there until you disappear into mist.
There’s the inevitable horn, there’s the burn
and scream of rubber on asphalt, then silence –
except for rain. But sometimes, rain is only rain.

32
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SAM RASNAKE

All Art Is Betrayal
Like a hot air balloon with its brief
and staggered flight before falling
to the ground in such a deadly heap.
Horse hooves pounding the river’s
smoky shallows, each heavy blast
a world of probability against plague.
Like wild geese over the city’s rape to ruin
in the silent rage that only distance gives.
Or naked bodies, their torches lit, in a run
through a thick wood of midsummer mist,
while the nightingale’s song, much older
than time, unfolds its deepest pleasure.
Vows to silence, then an ache for the real,
for the impenetrable cold that defies the hand,
for the impossible gift of a restless spring.

INTROSPECTIVE:

!

The writing process of
All Art Is Betrayal

“All Art Is Betrayal” begins for me in typical fashion. A
subject sweeps over – in this case the cinema of Andrei
Tarkovsky – and I immerse myself in it. I watch several
of his works: Zerkalo (my favorite), Stalker, Solaris… But
I am haunted by Andrei Rublev, his epic of a 15 th century
iconic Russian painter. Partly truth, mostly fiction –
Tarkovsky creates such a believable desperation in the
nature of the creative artist. I know I have to write
something, so I watch the film several times. I scribble in
my journal, I draw, I jot down random bits of dialogue.
It’s such a huge movie, a bully, in terms of scope and
theme – filmed in glorious black & white … except for the
ending’s shift to color. The story itself is intimidating. Its
visuals are stark and remarkable. I feel the cold. I hear
the brushes swirling paint into a stream. Voices. Wind in
the fields. Horse hooves….
Tarkovsky’s great theme is betrayal. For weeks, on
another project, I had been grappling with the notion of
finding words to get at what can’t be said. The limitations
of the writing process, of moving thought to words. The
next step, of course, is guilt, then anger. This film is
perfect timing – an artist’s attempt to capture in paint
what can’t be visualized. So I put pen to paper, and the
form emerges, nearly intact, and with little revision.

SAM RASNAKE

poetsandartists.com
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Glennray
www.glennraytutor.com

Tutor
was born in Kennett, Missouri.

He moved to

Mississippi in 1973 to study art at the University of
Mississippi, and received an MFA in Painting in 1976. He has
exhibited at many galleries and museums in the U.S.A. and
other countries. His work is in numerous public and private
collections. He lives and works in Oxford, Mississippi.
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Quartet (They’re Playing Our Waltz) oil on canvas 22” x 25”

“The subjects in my paintings are for me
visually and emotionally alluring, and
loaded with metaphorical potential. My
paintings are my commentaries on the
beauty and profundity of life.”
GLENNRAY TUTOR

poetsandartists.com
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Caution: Flammable oil on canvas 28” x 30”

Why photorealism?
In 1993, I was giving a talk at a museum about my
paintings. Barry Hannah, the great American
fiction writer, was in the audience and he asked
me, “Glennray, do you think that you can see
better than the average person?” I had never been
asked this question before, and I almost replied

36
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with a humble, “No.” Instead, I confessed, “Yes,
I do.” Because I had considered it, and had come
to believe that I could. I want my paintings to
reflect the way I see, which is a combination of
what my eyes absorb, and how my emotions
affect that vision. Photorealism, with its order,
precision, and heightened presentation of reality,
closely embodies my visual experience. However,
I want to emphasize that I’m trying to push it all
further — into a new realm.

GLENNRAY TUTOR

Open Jar oil on canvas 27” x 30”

How has technology influenced your work?
I’m always open for any technological
advancement that will help with the efficiency of
making art. I switched from film to digital imaging
because of the advantages this technology offers.
For example, instead of waiting for the film to be
processed to know whether a photograph
contains the information I’ll need for a painting,
I can quickly see the photographed image in the
digital camera’s monitor and know if it will suffice.

GLENNRAY TUTOR

Explain your process.
I select objects and arrange them into a still life
setup. This initial step in the process may go
quickly, or it may take days. The final arrangement
must appear natural, graceful. It must not look
contrived. Then I photograph the setup,
bracketing the shots, and take approximately
12 photographs. This wide range of exposures
provides visual information one would never find
in a single photo. Next, an outline in pencil is
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Caps Off oil on canvas 23” x 30”
drawn onto the canvas using either a grid or
projection. My painting process is similar to that
of the Dutch painters of the 17th century: oil paint
thinned with turpentine and applied with brushes
to prepared canvas. (However, I’m working under
much improved conditions, such as, climate
controlled studio space, finer quality paint, better
made brushes, and electric light. If I desire, I can
listen to a Mozart Quintet as I work.) I work on one
small area at a time, using a wet-into-wet
technique. For me to see more detail in a photo,
the computer can be used to zoom in on a
particular area. These close-ups can be printed
and brought to the easel for reference. It’s normal
procedure to rethink and recompose as I paint,
moving objects from one place to another, or
changing an object’s size. Sometimes it’s
necessary to take an object out of the picture
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completely, or to put a new object in. I return
to dried areas and rework as many times as
necessary to get the painting to look the way
I want.
How do you feel about formal training?
An artist will eventually advance in his/her own
way. But first there is a lot of technical knowledge
to acquire and many skills to develop. A thorough
knowledge of art history is also necessary. Well
qualified training is something an artist should get
as early as possible.
Do you find yourself visualizing everything as
someday becoming a painting?
Absolutely anything could be used as subject
matter in a painting. But, the objects I select to
put in paintings attract me because they stand out
from the rest of the world -- as if they have some

GLENNRAY TUTOR

Optical Magnum oil on canvas 38” x 38”
kind of radioactive glow.
How do you know when a work is done?
The painting is complete when I feel nothing else
needs to be done to it. It looks and feels whole.
How long does one of your paintings usually
GLENNRAY TUTOR

take to finish in this style?
Depending on its size and complexity a painting
takes from one to four months. I paint 6 days a
week, approximately 8 to 10 hours a day, under
normal conditions. More working time is applied if
a deadline is pressing.
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’s most
recent poetry collection is the chapbook With the Memory, Which is Enormous (Main
Street Rag Press, 2009).

Recent poems are published or forthcoming in Denver

Quarterly, FIELD, The Laurel Review, McSweeney’s, New Orleans Review, and Volt.
He collaborates with Michael Trigilio on The Starve Site (www.starve.org), an online
home for experimental video, writing, music, and performance. He teaches at
Columbia College Chicago, and is a co-founder and co-editor of Court Green.

Sunday Morning
Dream, house-sitting for Frank Sinatra, overgrown trees, bushes, broken
front yard gas light. No moon. Dim grass and dark brick.
Woke up alone. Liz stayed home last night, sore throat and head cold.
Someone cut the yellow caution tape from my building’s back porch,
repairs only half-finished and huge planks everywhere.
My scooter parked in front of a maroon PT Cruiser. No parking tickets, no
bird shit on seat. Speedometer broken, but I don’t remember this till the
straightaway on Lincoln when I think I’m going too fast.
At the Zen temple, the waistband of everyone’s underwear shows when
we sit.
Kosa Joe asks for names and numbers of temple members who are
unemployed. I remember during the dot-com boom a New York Times
article about psychoanalysts working only with the newly wealthy—their
guilt, fear their children will grow up lazy and unemployable.
Drive away without my backpack and rain jacket. When I come back, a
woman I’ve never seen before holds open the door because it’ll be locked
until the 4:00 service.
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Text from Liz: “Worse, hope this is the peak xoxo.” Bring her soup
tonight.
In Andersonville, two motorcycles to park beside. A woman selling
socks, baby clothes, and CDs from an uncovered box on the sidewalk
next to Women and Children First bookstore.
Across from her, the man I usually see playing banjo in the window of his
third-floor apartment on Clark Street, straddling the sill with a leg hanging
off the edge, outside now, sitting on a bench.
Out of towels at the gym.
My locker keys fall through a hole in my shorts pocket on the treadmill.
Find them under the machine. Was about to give up, cut short my
workout, ask the front desk worker to snap the lock with the bolt cutter
they keep for people who can’t get into their own lockers.
On treadmill watching, for the fourth time, the Flight 93 documentary
narrated by Kiefer Sutherland. Tears as if on cue when Alice Hoglan
describes her son’s call from the hijacked flight.
I remember next week is the anniversary. That’s why A&E showing the
documentary again.
“I picked up the phone,” Hoglan says every time I see this, “and heard my
son’s voice say, ‘Mom, this is Mark Bingham.’ I knew he was trying to
maintain composure, but I could tell he was a little rattled because he
was giving me his first and last names.”
Dressing in locker room, check my cell phone hoping for message from
my brother that they sold my father’s house—seems his updates always
come on Sundays.
Call from Allison, condo president: tomorrow the sheriff evicts our
neighbor who once called the cops on himself because he was so drunk
he didn’t know where he was—in his own apartment. New locks for the
building, and Allison and I need to distribute keys to everyone tonight.
Elderly driver turning from Bryn Mawr onto Clark nearly sideswipes me. I
make eye contact with him—just like the Illinois motorcycle handbook
says to do—and he jolts to a stop in crosswalk.
See my neighbors, Shelby and Greg, getting out of their car as I pull into
parking lot of my neighborhood market. The three of us compelled to
explain to each other why we drove instead of walked to the market that’s
only a block-and-a-half from our building.

TONY TRIGILIO
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Evie

Shockley
is the author of a half-red sea and, most recently, a chapbook: 31 words

* prose poems. Her work has appeared lately in Ekleksographia, Harvard Review,
Columbia Poetry Review, 1913: a journal of forms and Tuesday; An Art Project.
She co-edits the journal jubilat and teaches African American literature and
creative writing at Rutgers University, New Brunswick.

at the musée de
l’homme an exhibit called femmes du
monde is on displayed legs shaved vulvas announce
no peace no pussy from la city of angels one imagines that beneath
their light blue chadris the women of afghanistan are also as bare as
the day they were borne bearing psychic scars after cleansing the darfurian
refugees the hutu the tutsi they cover with floral scarves wrap themselves in
fabric bearing the words stop the violence against women did she or the photographer
who pays his women the going european modeling rates choose to position this printed
protest across her derrière apropos of the brazilian cut bikinis of women in cali and sao
paulo les femmes as tourist attractions mutilations cut the pleasure of african women in half
but afford the men of the museum another opportunity to view the clitoris disappearing
like saartjie baartman’s at long last the smile of the indigenous tahitian woman who comes
right out of a gaugin with lips and breasts plumping round and firm from her youthful body
decorated with painted designs as intricate as the hairstyles the mauritanian twins in nouakchott change like costumes to match their moods like the messages on the t-shirts of the all-girl
punk band in beijing screaming in english have rock and deeds not words from passion to politics
and the critique the aboriginal australian artist spits of the white man her broker’s greed demanding more than 50 percent of the selling price of her works because it’s his market and
her their women’s place in it is lying on a bed on a cot on a mat on the floor always horizontal be they lawyers soldiers princesses prostitutes actors activists or acrobats on five
continents in dozens of countries in the world the women are lying down down for the
men the men of the many museums museums that bring them back to the drawing
board and hold them still for the camera the visitor the voyeur the man even
the woman of the north-south-east west who will leave this exhibit feeling at best equal parts desire and disgust for the sad and sexy and
vulnerable and plaintive and open and helpless and
inviting and inaccessible and yours for the
taking as book or dvd
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Pamela Michelle

Johnson

www.pamelamichellejohnson.com
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Left:

PB&J II
oil on canvas
58” x 44”

Below:

Handi Snacks
oil on canvas
56” x 68”

Although Pamela Michelle Johnson

has always had an interest in the
arts, her education was actually in engineering. In 1999 she graduated with honors
from California Polytechnic State University in San Luis Obispo, California with a
B.S. in Civil Engineering. After graduating, she worked for four years as an engineer
in the construction industry in San Francisco. During that time she independently
pursued her interest in the arts, through painting, figure drawing and ceramic
sculpture. In 2003, she took her first step towards a career in the arts when she
was awarded an artist in residency at The Institute of Ceramic Studies at Shigaraki
Ceramic Cultural Park in Shigaraki, Japan.
Shortly after her return from Japan, Johnson decided to seek new direction in
her life and to focus on art as a career. She uprooted from her native California, left
her career in engineering, and made a new home in Chicago. There she found a
thriving emerging artist culture that provided her with opportunities to continue to
develop her own work within a community of other working artists. Since then she
has exhibiting her work through out Chicago and the United States. Her most recent
body of work, the American Still Life, has been featured in The Artist’s Magazine,
Creative Quarterly, Chicago Home & Garden, as well as numerous other magazines,
papers and online publications. Her work has been collected and exhibited by the
Frederick R. Weisman Art Foundation. Most recently, she was awarded a grant from
Chicago’s Community Arts Assistance Program.

PAMELA MICHELLE JOHNSON
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Hostess Cupcakes oil on canvas 64” x 64”
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PAMELA MICHELLE JOHNSON

“Teetering towers of hamburgers, drippy stacks of syrupy waffles, sticky piles
of sugary candy … Junk food; it’s the taste of America; it is what we eat; it
is who we are. Through my work, I strive to invoke reflection on a culture
focused on mass-consumption and mass-production, where the negative
aspects of overindulgence are often forgotten or ignored. I use overbearing
scale and gluttonous quantities, juxtaposed against foods that are both
tempting and comforting to examine the conflict between enjoying the
highly processed, artificially flavored bounty of American life and the
progression to overindulgence and gluttonous excess.”
PAMELA MICHELLE JOHNSON
Bunnies oil on canvas 46” x 50”

Q&A

Pamela Michelle Johnson

Why realism?
My work explores the aspects of our society
that are based on consumerism and our
economy that is driven by endless
consumption. My subject matter is the foods
that are prevalent in our culture, namely junk
food. To create a sense of over indulgence and
gluttony, I take those sticky sweet, junky foods
and stack them into precarious piles and blow
them up to a monstrous scale. By maintaining
a sense of realism in my work I remind the
viewer that this is a mirror of our culture.
My work juxtaposes the tempting nature of
American culture and the grossness of it’s
excess. My paintings are significantly larger
than life and the image is abstracted in the
sense that a Hostess cupcake has become a
three to four foot sized object and is displayed
in excessive quantities. By keeping my
painting style very real, I feel the size and
scale of it becomes even more overwhelming.
Are you the photographer for your models/
still life?
I do take all of the photos that I use for
reference for my paintings. Many of my
compositions are of precariously stacked
foods that are usually falling over as I am
taking the photo. Photos allow me to capture
something that is very fleeting. Also given the
size of my work, many paintings are five to six
feet tall, having a photo allows me the time to
complete the painting without worrying about
maintaining a still life set up.
Do you have a ritual you follow before each
new work is started?
Before I can attempt working for the day,
I require a lot of coffee and contemplation.
I usually spend a good amount of time staring
at the progress that I made the day before.
Figuring out what is working and what I might
need to fix. I try to visualize the finished
painting and break down what is left to be
done and figure out the best way to get there.
The best is when I have all day to paint.
Mornings are always slow. But once I get
started I can work well into the night.
Do you find yourself visualizing everything as
someday becoming a painting?
Although inspired by the world around me,
my compositions are very much created and
set up by me. American culture is a huge
source of inspiration for me. I use items that
I feel are iconic of American culture and
compose them in such a way as to
demonstrate the excess in our culture. So
yeah, I am constantly getting ideas from my
surroundings. I spend a lot of time at
convenience stores and in the junk food aisle
at the grocery store coming up with ideas.
Most of my best ideas are the ones that come
to me somewhat out of the blue. Sure the idea
is based on things that concern me in this
culture. But my best paintings are the one
where I am doing my thing and all the sudden
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Pop-Tarts oil on canvas 72” x 52”
I have a finished picture in my head. Then it is a matter of
finding everything and setting it all up to best match the
composition from my imagination.
What is your biggest challenge?
Working on a large scale, I feel that my biggest challenge is
staying motivated to complete the work. Usually at the
beginning of the piece, I am super excited about the idea and
have no trouble getting started. But my larger paintings take
well over a month and sometimes two to complete, so usually
at some point in the middle I just want to be done with it. I get
tired of working on the same thing, but still have a long ways
to go. It has gotten easier the longer that I have been working
this way. I come to expect that the mid point of the painting is
just something that I have to push myself through.
How long does one of your paintings usually take to finish in
this style?
Typically for the larger paintings it takes about 125 to 150
hours of just painting. There is also the time to set up and take
photographs prior to the painting, then stretching and priming
the canvas. The whole process from start to finish takes
about one to two months.

PAMELA MICHELLE JOHNSON

Leah

Welborn
lives, writes, and

teaches in Los Angeles. She holds a

degree in Literature from the University of Texas at Austin, and an
MFA in Creative Writing from Antioch University Los Angeles.

Sonnet For Anne
Crooked-nosed, long-toed, shining-flanked
dark horse woman! Sprung from the womb of ocean,
you christened yourself witch and then sank
your piranha teeth into making of madness a potion.
With your fishbowl head full of stars, full of rats,
milk-blood from your breast spilled
onto your page, into our wet brains. Oh, You, ersatz
housewife, you, bad mother, you, iron-willed
bitch of a poet. You were cracked
open and words fell out of your skull,
like your own fish teeth swimming back
to you, Annie, who never ceased to feel the pull
of suicide. Live or Die? You chose to be dead.
Wrapped in furs and radio, on cougar, not donkey, you fled.
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Peter

Weltner

Peter Weltner is the author of Beachside Entries/
Specific Ghosts (1989), Identity and Difference (1990), In a
Time of Combat for the Angel (1991), The Risk of His Music
(1997), How the Body Prays (1999), and From a Lost Faust
Book (2009). His stories have been included in several
anthologies, including O. Henry Prize Stories 1993 and 1998.
A long poem, “Laguna Beach: After Shelter,” was published in
2009 as an e-chapbook by Barnwood Poetry. News from the
World at My Birth: A History, poems, Standing Stone Books, is
forthcoming late in 2009. He lives in San Francisco’s
outerlands, close to the Pacific.
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Bloodstone
A half century ago, in a packed high school
locker room shower, Jim Whicker dropped
his towel and defiantly peed on the floor.
As we scrubbed off sweat from a track meet,
his urine swirled round our feet like a yellow
maelstrom darkening to gold in the drain,
its flow steady as a faucet’s. Who’d compete?
The others who tried to best him dribbled
their last few drops while Whicker River still
spilled over tiles. What else, we kidded,
could he gush like a god? Or like a modern
Moses make wet with his stick? In that shower,
that miraculous spray, Jim pissed like a hero,
rightly honored as one by us mortal boy-men.
I don’t need to check. In the yearbook, Jim’s
the best looker. Dead now, or old, he hasn’t
aged there, though his house’s weathered badly,
the shingles splintering, the gutters rusted,
the front porch scuffed gray like the field
stone he laid down beside his driveway off
County Route 8. I slow my car to stare.
The farm’s abandoned, sold or lost. The barn’s
missing half its planks. But no matter how
hard I look, or where, I still see Jim’s hair,
shiny as tar, the guy who swam up the Yadkin
River, summer, winter, clear as today
posing on a boulder, showing off, pissing us
his covenant, no less young, brash, than long
ago, his arc like a monochrome rainbow’s, a sign
of prowess, good as the life God promised.
The thunderstorm’s past. The steam’s like smoke,
sooty and rich with earthborn smells. The corn
stalks, loblollies, fence posts I watch through
my windshield buckle in the heat. The threadbare
clouds unravel, rain-drained, gauzy, drifting
like dust. The air’s sticky as cotton candy.
But the sky’s suddenly blue, prettily blue,
like Jim’s eyes, his eyelashes like a girl’s
too, the blush in his cheeks never a sign
of shame, yet ruddier than rouge or the red
in bloodstones or rubies that shouldn’t bleed
but do anyway until gray like gravel or slate.
PETER WELTNER

Introspective:

!

The writing
process of
Bloodstone

“Only two topics can be of
interest to a serious and
studious mind,” Yeats wrote in a
letter to Olivia Shakespear, “sex
and the dead.” These words
form part of the epigraph to a
new collection I’ve just finished,
Altar Pieces, to which
“Bloodstone” belongs. For me,
unlike Yeats, the dead do not
live in some spiritual world;
they dwell in memory, affecting
who you are and what you think
and feel as much as any ghost.
My first book was ghost stories,
written during the worst killing
years of the HIV/AIDS epidemic.
Ghosts for me were a way of
writing about how memory, the
awareness of loss, is embodied
in us, incarnate. These
memories might be our own or
they may come to us from some
other’s past, through reading,
through art, through listening to
music, to different voices. But,
once seen or heard or
experienced, they inhabit us,
whether we like it or not, and
make their claims. Theirs, for
me, is the voice of art.
Sometimes it can seem to
speak trivially at first. The story
the poem tells is mostly true,
but there is no news in a guy
like Jim who pisses in a high
school locker room shower or
who swims daily in a local river,
even if he won a brief fame for
both. The section of Altar
Pieces in which “Bloodstone”
appears, its fourth, is devoted to
boys and men from my younger
years who still haunt me more
than most do from that time. I
write to try to find out why.
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Double Self-Portait acrylic on canvas 30” x 40”

William

Lazos
www.williamlazos.com

is one of Canada’s foremost photorealist artists.

He has
exhibited his paintings across Canada, New York, Milan, Italy ,and London, England.
His art is in numerous collections in Canada, U.S, and Europe. Born in Cairo in
1964, his family moved to Toronto in 1969. He graduated from the Ontario College
of Art in 1988. William teaches art at George Brown College in Toronto and has
painted over 200 murals across Canada, including 6 for U.S. artist Frank Stella.
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Krystall II acrylic on canvas 30” x 30”

WILLIAM LAZOS
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Sweet Things acrylic on canvas 24” x 30”

“My work is personally exemplified, much like a visual
diary. My images are transcending time and events or
occurances. A realist is recognized by technique and
subject matter. I’m influenced by many artists
technically but try to strive for my own content.”
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WILLIAM LAZOS

WILLIAM LAZOS

JJ acrylic on canvas 20” x 24”
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Q&A

William Lazos

Why “photorealism?”
I love photorealism because
it’s a trompe l’oeil art. We see
and have so much visual
photographic reproductions in
society and media that making
a painting look like a photo
almost seems absurd. But in
the end it boils down to
traditional realist painting.
What do you hope art
historians say about your
work 300 years from now?
I think art historians in the
future will see my work as an
integral part of my life and
society, much like a visual
documentation. This would be
exemplified in my portrait and
figurative works, still-lifes, and
carnival paintings.
How has technology influened
your work?
Technology has influenced my
work but i only use it as a tool.
Technology helps but in the
end it’s the artist’s vision and
decisions that make a great
artwork.
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Which artists have you been
influenced by?
I am influenced by a wide
range of artists like Carravagio,
Claudio Bravo, James
Rosenquist, Chuck Close, etc.
Do you visualize everything as
someday becoming a
painting?
I remember images and
sometimes it takes years, even
decades before they gradually
become paintings. Other times
it’s instantaneously. And
sometimes I have an idea in
mind and contemplate it before
I photograph the idea to
become a painting.
How do you know when a
work is done?
I usuallyknow when a painting
is finished, but especially
portraits, sometimes I may go
back on a painting years later
to work on it.
What subject has become the
biggest challenge for you?
My biggest challange is
composing people in a large,
complex, composition.
Something i have yet to
conquer.

Introspective:

!

The painting
process of
Krystal III

In this painting, a portrait
of a friend, I changed the
background. I used a
Gustav Klimt style image
for the backdrop and added
the shadow to complete
the illusion, adjusting the
lighting. I do lots of
paintings combining
different elements for
other pictures. I decide
initially how a painting
is going to look and
sometimes along the
process I alter/add images.
Krystal III
acrylic on canvas
24” x 30”

WILLIAM LAZOS

Ann FisherAnn Fisher-Wirth’s
third book of poems, Carta
Marina, was published by
Wings Press in April 2009.
Her chapbook Slide Shows
placed Second in the 2008
Finishing Line Press
Chapbook Competition and
is forthcoming in December.
With Laura-Gray Street she
is coediting an anthology of
contemporary American
ecopoetry, which Trinity
University Press will publish
in 2012. She has published
widely in journals, online,
and in anthologies, and has
received numerous awards
for her work. She teaches
poetry and environmental
literature at the University
of Mississippi and in the
low-res MFA program at
Chatham University.
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Tenderness

When I wake, afraid,
the light on the deck next door
where the frat boys live
who have tumbled into sleep
after much beer
and after sprinting up and down
the street with their
black Labs, chasing frisbees,
calling Yo, got it man—
the light they forgot to flick off
after grilling burgers
on the deck, just like they forget
to water their yard or take
their garbage cans off the street—
this random, ordinary light
shines among the inky trees
and through the thick
music of locusts and tree frogs
as if to call me home,
like a candle in the window
of a fairy tale cottage
at the heart of the dunkel,
dunkel Wald—or the safety
I felt when I was small, when
Jennifer and I would sleep, legs
curled around legs and heads
pillowed against the doors
in the back seat of the green
Chrysler, as our mother
rested her cheek on her hand
and hummed peacefully
out the side window,
and our father drove through
the cool September night from
the Tuscarora Mountains—
then I would wake groggy
to see the garage light
waiting for us, and one of them
would carry me up to bed.

Wirth

Disorder and Early Sorrow
How attentively can she read Thomas Mann
if that is all she is doing for the summer
while her husband is in Ghana and her marriage
is failing? How slowly can she eat two pieces
of buttered toast cut up with two hard-boiled eggs,
can she make it take an hour? Add a nectarine,
add making the bed, taking a bath, washing
her hair, there’s her morning. Too hot
and smoggy to go anywhere, besides she doesn’t drive,
besides her only two friends are out of town.
She sits in the chair beneath the lemon tree
in her parched and rocky California garden,
practically lip-reading she’s moving so slowly
and carefully through Buddenbrooks,
Death in Venice, Magic Mountain, Doctor Faustus.
She reads Mann on Nietzsche, Mann on Freud,
Mann on Goethe, Mann on Shakespeare,
she thinks she’ll tackle Joseph and His Brothers.
Why Mann? Because she wants to be expert
on something? Because it comforts her,
all this heaviness and melancholy—overripe
strawberries and chlorotic teeth, disorder
and early sorrow? Then till four in the morning
she moves around the house—doing what, exactly?
There’s no music, she doesn’t watch TV.
Does she clean? Wash clothes?
Cigarettes keep her going. She’s not entirely
kidding when she comments to herself
that Mystic Mints are a conduit
toward enlightenment. She gets a letter
from her husband and thinks she loves him after all.
He tells her he got stoned, fell down a five-foot
hole in the road, tells her his camera
and the dress he bought her were stolen.
She writes him back, pages, with honeyed words.
He’s a good guy, a trip leader, building a clinic
with students. But it’s not going to work,
she knows it. If only she could be different.
One night she sits till dawn, the door is open,
crickets clamor in the lemon tree,
she is not reading now, just waiting.

ANN FISHER-WIRTH
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Cicadas, Summer
And the night continues relentlessly,
gathering its creatures. Beneath the trees,
in the heat-wrung leaves, cicadas throb
and stir up time to a crescendo. Try to sleep.
Every twitching muscle plagues you, every
troubled thought comes home, you rustle
and shift in the sodden rumple of one o’clock,
two o’clock, three o’clock. Loth to touch flesh,
you sprawl on the bed as heat bears down
and oozes you, as tree frogs chirp
with a small incessant music. Loosen
the doors of the senses. The Mississippi
summer holds you, outlaw and believer.
*
I remember the river of roaches
that flowed from the gutter into the old
Jitney Food Center, and back again, like
boatmen from hell, that night we walked
across town to have another look
at the old house we were choosing to buy—
remember stepping over them
twenty years ago in the soupy night.
Before the heat broke I fought with my husband.
Afterwards as he lay sleeping
with not enough hours until morning,
I was swept with such tenderness for him.
The wild pink climbing roses were in bloom,
tangled through the trees, and cicadas
in the branches whirred up to carry me.
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INTROSPECTIVE:

!

The writing
process of
Cicadas, Summer

I live with my husband in a
100-year-old wood Victorian
house in Oxford, Mississippi.
Huge trees surround us—
pecan, magnolia, willow oak,
bodock, maple, gingko—and
our back yard opens into a
small thick forest. Our
bedroom does not have air
conditioning; instead, we use
ceiling fans and open the
windows. All summer long in
the trees and privet hedges,
the cicadas keep up their
nightly chorus. Last June was
especially hot and wet, like
living in a sauna, and the
cicadas—which I love—
became the music that
accompanied this
deliquiescence, which was
hard to live through, but
unforgettable.

ANN FISHER-WIRTH

Jenny

Dubnau

“I paint portraits of real people using photographs as
references. The photographs freeze enigmatic emotional
moments reflected on peoples’ faces, in their body
language, and in the quality of the light that surrounds
them. I attempt to paint those moments.”

Self-Portrait with Dark Ground oil on canvas 30” x 42”

Jenny Dubnau

grew up in New York City,

and received her

MFA from Yale in 1996. She has shown at PPOW and Black & White gallery in NYC,
Bucheon gallery in San Francisco, and Bernice Steinbaum gallery in Miami. Her
work has been included in shows at the Brooklyn Museum and the Greenville
County Museum of Art, and is currently on view as part of the Outwin Boochever
Portrait Exhibition at the National Portrait Gallery in Washington, D.C. She is the
recipient of a Tiffany grant (2001), a Pollock-Krasner grant (2004), a Guggenheim
grant (2004), a Joan Mitchell Foundation grant (2008), and a NYFA grant (2008).
Dubnau lives in Queens and paints in Brooklyn.
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Q&A

Jenny Dubnau
How has technology influenced your work?
Although I don’t think of myself as a
photorealist, photography is an important part
of my work. The camera is a machine, and
sees with a technological eye, interpreting
color and space differently than does the
human eye. Using the photo as a reference for
making a painting, I gaze at the photo object
with my human eye, and translate the visual
information back into painting language. This
creates an enormously complicated web of
reinterpretations and mediations, which in part
because of its problematic nature, feels like a

JENNY DUBNAU

Isidro in Profile, II oil on canvas 46” x 40”

fertile space from which to make such a
traditional object as a painted portrait.
How do you feel about formal training?
I think that it’s very important to learn the
language of painting, of seeing, of making
space. I am not particularly interested in
overly academic training, in which
contemporary issues are not addressed.
However, I do think that painting language
remains relevant and exciting, and feel averse
to a purely theory-based or non-object-based
form of learning how to paint. I think painters
have to learn how to make a painting, but they
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R. Looking to the Side oil on canvas 40” x 34”
also have to learn how to make a piece of
art that feels like it could only be made in
the here-and-now.
Do you have a ritual you follow before
each new work is started?
I don’t have a particular ritual, but I do lots
of pacing and gazing out of the window!
Have any of your mistakes become a
success?
I can think of many mistakes that helped
me to understand which direction not to
go in, which is enormously valuable. For
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example, I painted large-scale flowers for
a while. I was thinking of them as standins for portraits, for human heads. I was
hoping that if I could paint their little
individual flaws with enough physicality,
they would take on all of the psychological
resonances of the human portraits. After
making a series of these flowers, I had to
admit that no matter how intensely I
painted them, they could never be as
layered and rich as the human portraits.
That was a valuable lesson to learn, and I
wouldn’t have learned it without going
down that particular blind alley.

JENNY DUBNAU

Suzan wearing Green Shirt oil on canvas 46” x 40”
How do you know when a work is done?
For me, that is an intuitive thing. When I
feel that the moment is richly layered
enough, when the subject feels enigmatic
and complicated enough, and the color is
beautiful enough, then it’s done.
What has been your biggest challenge?
I think for a figurative painter today there
are loads of challenges, because there is
so much history on our backs. I’ve always
wanted to paint multi-figure portraits, but
have found it to be quite difficult, much
more complicated than painting a single
JENNY DUBNAU

figure. Putting more than one figure into a
painting injects an element of narrative
that is less insistent with a single figure. In
his Eighties paintings, Eric Fischl was
wonderful at creating narratives that felt
fresh and contemporary, and Alice Neel
painted multi-figure portraits that feel
anything but musty and fusty, even 40
years later.
How long does one of your paintings
usually take to finish in this style?
They usually take around two weeks, but
of course that can vary.
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Carrie and Sheila oil on canvas 42” x 52”

INTROSPECTIVE: !

The painting process of
Carrie and Sheila

In “Carrie and Sheila” (2008), I really wanted to make an image of two people in a
believable shared space, with an interesting psychological dynamic between
them. I loved the way Carrie was looking off to the side, in a sense deeper into the
painting space, and Sheila was directly confronting the viewer, looking out of the
space of the painting. I’d made some previous attempts at multi-figure portraits,
and had used a fairly large scale for the heads. In this case, I was so anxious to get
started that I kind of impetuously grabbed the only large-ish canvas that I had on
hand, which nevertheless caused the heads to be substantially smaller in scale
than what I’d been used to (in this case, the heads are maybe 1.5 times larger than
life). Intriguingly, this accidental shift downward in scale almost immediately
changed the dynamic of the painting from my previous multi-figure attempts:
these smaller figures seemed to need less detail, and the emphasis was more on
the flow of air and space around their bodies. I started thinking of the painting’s
ground not only as the air around the figures, but as painted time.
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JENNY DUBNAU

Kristin Ravel
Kristin Ravel, originally

from rural Michigan, is
currently earning her MFA at

Accident in 1992

Columbia College Chicago.
While in Chicago, she teaches
writing and rhetoric to college

Your bag and mine are close. Your pen’s
inside. Your kindergarten recess. Your broken
stencils. The time you yelled, “Our alphabet
is a faulty one,” and pushed me off the swing.
Then rain. You hear the nickels on concrete.
If only you missed kicking the ball
into the street. A pack of pink gum. Watch
the boy at recess. I followed, running
on the grass. I was ready, proving that
our alphabet is a faulty one and that the boy
at recess chewed gum. The rain. This swing
was only built for one. This recess is faulty. I miss
the alphabet. Those nickels.

students and works as the
Graduate Student Coordinating
Mentor at Columbia College’s
Writing Center. Along with
teaching and being taught,
Kristin is an assistant editor for
the poetry magazine Court
Green. Her work has appeared
in publications, including
Temenos, elimae, Admit2,
Susquehanna Review, and The
Central Review and is
forthcoming in Indefinite Space.

Echoes the Dead Make
The bird is silent in hiding
nothing to do with branches fallen
the nesting or the taking fingers
left to dance near slick bones
leave the light out
of every dawn
only a sky
thistles keep sticking
orange petal red blooded heart
the white spider climbing

long and woody
a weedy twigging
inside a tree
the leaves greener than they should
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Nick

Piombino
opened his ongoing weblog fait accompli in February,

2003. His books include Poems (Sun and Moon), The
Boundary of Blur (Roof), Light Street (Zasterle), Theoretical
Objects (Green Integer), Two Essays (Leave), The Boundary of
Theory (Cuneiform), Hegelian Honeymoon (Chax). fait
accompli (Factory School), Free Fall, (Otoliths), and
Contradicta, (Green integer), with collages by Toni Simon.
Anthologies include: The L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E Book, In The
American Tree, The Politics of Poetic Form, From The Other
Side of the Century, The Gertrude Stein Awards in Innovative
American Poetry, Close Listening, Manifesto: A Century of
Isms, E-X-C-H-A-N-G-E V-A-L-U-E-S, the first XI Interviews and
Troubles Swapped for Something Fresh, Manifestos and
Unmanifestos. He is the guest editor of OCHO 14 and 21.

The Final Beginning
A walk. A window. A seat. “Perish the thought.” Decidedly undecided. The excitement
of a lesson, throughout an episode, an appetite continues despite the waning of a full
moon. A glance uplifted in a sequence of strategic moves, a mistake yet to be clarified.
The sustaining voice appears muffled from a rigid point of view. The escalator delivers
customers continuously to the fourth floor, each an integer, each a concatenation of
internal dialogues, each well prepared with a modest but fair acceptance speech, each
full of forgiveness and secret lore. An expert is being prepared for an extensive survey
of mass delusions. A series of melodies is derived from the possibility of a spectral
differentiation of newly evolved species. In the corner of dusty solitudes we can hear
the repetition of practiced scales.
Some reasonable explanations have been proffered by recently uncovered files. Partial
translations of intervals between letters were noticed by the editor in transit. His smiles
were masked by photographic fixations. Should these be deciphered instead by a
focus on prosodic or prismatic similes? His disgust with words was accidentally
documented.
Time had passed so definitively that the chosen pages were yellowed and obscure.
This only made them more desirable. The longer the want, the more the suspense
emptied itself out into boredom and success, met again and again by drums, cymbals
and a crescendo of absolutes. These were far from simplistic, but close enough at
hand to be measurable. How adjacent must dissimulation be in order for it to contend
with customer satisfaction?
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INTROSPECTIVE:
The writing process of

!

The Final Beginning

“What I want you to do,” Toni said, “is to go to
Union Square like you usually do, but tonight bring
me back at least one paragraph of automatic writing.”
“O. K.” I replied, “I’ll try.”
For decades I had been using this method of
writing, what I prefer to call “free association” after
the technique invented by Freud over a century ago to
help his patients reveal to him and themselves the
processes of the unconscious mind. I’d been
employing this approach in my poetry on and off
since the early 60’s, also inspired in part by abstract
expressionist painting. You might be wondering why I
stopped. This is where realism comes in. When I
moved to Brooklyn about 5 years ago I started reading
novels during the commute to my office. For many
years I had read mostly philosophical essays and
experimental poetry. I became interested again in the
writing of Theodore Dreiser, excited anew by his
profound understanding of people and society. I read
Edith Wharton, Henry James, Orwell, Phillip K. Dick,
Raymond Chandler, Ross MacDonald and Richard
Yates. I also read contemporary novels by Candace
Bushnell, Paul Auster, Jonathan Lethem, Heather
O’Neill and Joseph Kanon and others. I found that
realist novels complemented my work as a
psychoanalyst, especially the process of gaining
insight into conflicts of life and mind, particularly in
relation to the demanding, contradictory, inordinately
complex, confusing culture in which we live. Try to
imagine how it feels to be continuously and deeply

immersed in the lives and minds of more than a
dozen people and with some of them, at least, over
many years, in a therapeutic process. All I can say is
that the experience greatly changes you, while you
are working to bring about constructive changes in
others.
Where once I found doing psychoanalysis
challenging and stimulating, now I find it enthralling
and fascinating, disclosing continuously expanding
levels of reality. Where once I’d found spellbinding
the endlessly ample pathways through life’s
mysteries in literature, now I experience these just as
abundantly in the everyday words, thoughts and lives
of my patients.
For years I’ve been searching for an analogously
inclusive, revelatory system of writing, but this has
so far eluded me. I’d hoped that reading novels
would assist me in the writing part as it had in the
thinking and conceptualizing part, but not yet. I still
hope to find a way of writing about and through daily
life that offers the energizing, expansive complexity
that I confront in my daily work as a psychoanalyst.
For now, in my poetry, I will be returning to the
techniques that had previously worked well for me
through the years, as I track the free associative
byways and contours of thought through the
harmonies and dissonances of language, while still
searching for a key that will unlock that stubborn
door to realism.
In hearing me read aloud The Final Beginning Toni
said she could picture my journey of thinking at the
Union Square Barnes and Nobles, encompassing in
the piece the presence of the books and readers
around me, as their imagined words and thoughts
encircled my reveries. She said she liked it. I hope
you will too.

Is she still breathless with surprise and precious silences? Is she as patient as she was
in the facticity of her year of morning television?
Warnings such as those proposed by ancient cognitive texts are presently being
magnified and extended via visual projection across the enfolded predominance of
continental drift. Causal analysis is nearly complete. First: subjective elements.
Second: previously abandoned assumptions reclaimed by a cross pollination of
archival contexts. Third: elevator markings are observed to be nearly illegible. At what
altitudes can such an examination be calibrated before the view across the neighboring
cities begins to disappear? In what way could last week’s writer (was it only last
night’s?) be held accountable for dissatisfaction in his or her younger readers? The
award ceremony was a physical miscalculation. A symphonic, staccato, rhythmic
pattern of meanings exhibited itself as a stand-in for prescience. Correct, correct, but
there remains the factor of market share. Substitute for the codex a master of the
xylophone. Now increase and modulate the expansion by employing the abstruse irony
of the demand factor.
Hey, in that case fuck pretentious platitudes and portentous preening, just separate it
out from an unrewarded pretense to fictitious fame. “I am only a dreamer” said the
monarch of plagiarism, “I am the common reference, the final beginning in this
triumphant gathering of superhuman lies.”
NICK PIOMBINO
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SAM JINKS

Tattooed Woman silicone, human hair, resin 90 cm
photographed by Murry Fredericks

Sam Jinks
Australia

was born in

in 1973 and currently lives

and works in Melbourne. Since his first
solo exhibition Distortions at West Space,
Melbourne in 2005, Sam has had five
other solo shows, at Benalla Art Gallery,
Victoria, Sam Jinks (2006); Boutwell and
Draper,

Sydney,

Sam

Jinks:

Recent

Sculpture (2007); West Space, Melbourne,
Sam Jinks (2007) and Karen Woodbury
Gallery, Melbourne, Sam Jinks (2008).
He

has

also

participated

in

numerous group exhibitions, including
Sleeping man, Ardwolf Gallery Melbourne
(2000); Diamonds in the Rough, (cocurated by Nadine Christensen and Paul
Sloan),

Gertrude

Contemporary

Art

Spaces, Melbourne (2001); Baby, First
Floor Gallery, Melbourne (2002); Random
Access, McClelland Gallery + Sculpture
Park, Langwarrin, Victoria (2006); Truth
and Likeness, National Portrait Gallery,
Canberra (2006-07); Voiceless, curated by
Charles Green, Sherman Gallery, Sydney
(2007) and Melbourne Art Fair, Boutwell
Draper Gallery, Melbourne (2008). Sam’s
work can be found in the McClelland
Gallery + Sculpture Park, Langwarrin,
Victoria and various public collections
overseas and private collections within
Australia. Sam will be exhibiting with
Karen Woodbury Gallery for the second
time in 2010.

Duo
silicone, hair, fiberglass
approximately 130.0 x 28.0 x 19.0 cm
(sculpture size)
photographed by Graham Baring
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“Sculpting is a way for me to give shape to the thoughts,
questions, fears and celebrations of life. I am particularly
interested in figurative details and subtleties, for example, the
compression of the body, and also the way hands can express
tension and emotion. When making a work, much of the time
is spent working on achieving a balance and elegance to the
figures. My hope is that the intimate and realistic portrayal of
the human form elicits an emotional response in the viewer,
evoking empathy and memories of people and relationships.”
SAM JINKS
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Doghead
silicone, hair, fiberglass
approximately 30.0 x 140.0 x 60.0 cm
(sculpture size)
photographed by Graham Baring

SAM JINKS
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Q&A

Sam Jinks

Explain your process.
The process to create a work from start to finish
usually begins with some rough drawings and small
maquettes (small versions of the sculpture). I then
build an armature from steel and timber, which is
strong enough to support the weight of the
modeling clay. Quickly pushing blobs of clay onto
the armature i begin blocking out the form of the
piece. I rough in the shape and once it’s satisfactory
I smooth it off and add some texture. Once the clay
sculpture is complete I make a mold from either
silicone or plaster, and brush in layers tinted silicone
into the mold. I usually back the silicone skin with
fiberglass to support the shape. The silicone
sculpture is then removed and cleaned up ready for
a little paint and hair.
Why this style?
The materials I use are oil-based or water-based
clay for the initial sculpture, and then layers of
silicone for the finished piece. Pushing the clay
around in an attempt to form something in three
dimensions is almost magical when things go right,
to get a crease or an area of believable
compression that really works is very rewarding.
The silicone has a wonderful texture and
appearance, when it comes out of the mold it is so
crisp and clean, and really captures the
detail. Using a realistic medium seems to generate
an immediate emotional response in the viewer. It
seems to tap into the unconscious in a way that
bronze may not immediately do. In some ways this
can help draw the viewer into the work a little more
easily. In saying that I do sometimes use other
mediums. I’m using a little bronze in some new
work at the moment, but in conjunction with the
silicone.
What do you hope art historians will say about
your work 300 years from now?
This isn’t something I’ve really thought about
previously. I would hope that historians, in 300 years
time, are able to link my work to the lineage of
figurative sculpture. The human body is a
complicated and intricate moving object, a soft
exterior with hard interior, which is both exciting and
challenging to form in clay. I have always admired
artists who successfully capture a dynamic form in
a static pose while still conveying movement and
fleshiness. It would be great to be a part of that
history.
How has technology influenced your work?
There are moderate advances in new materials but
the same old process applies: you sculpt the
piece, mold it and cast it the way it was done 500
years ago. When I started, some of the materials
were difficult to work with and were often unreliable,
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Pieta
silicone, hair, fabric, fiberglass
123.0 x 730.0 x 165.0 cm (sculpture size)
photographed by Murry Fredericks

SAM JINKS

Floral silicone, hair, fiberglass 35 x 25 x 25 cm

but now they seem fairly straight forward.
Do you have a ritual you follow before each new
work is started?
One of my rituals would be doing a major tidy up
of the studio. The end of a job gets so messy that
it’s refreshing to cleanse the space. When I start
rough sculpting I usually put on some music. But
I’m just as happy with silence. It feels like I get
into a bit of a trance and don’t really notice much
else. If I’m doing hair work or something really
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time consuming or repetitive I like to listen to
audio books.
Have any of your mistakes become a success?
I’m currently working on a piece that I have
attempted several times in the past without
success I still feel strongly about the work and am
revisiting it for the 4th time, and although it has
given me problems, I think that this time I’m finally
getting it right. It takes so long to get a piece
together, and if I keep pushing too hard I may
SAM JINKS

photographed by Graham Baring

never get it to work, which can be a huge waste of
time. I can be a bit of a obsessive though, and
have labored long and hard on pieces that I’m still
not happy to exhibit, even when they’re
supposedly finished.
How long does one of your sculptures usually
take to finish in this style?
I was about to say that it takes around two
months to complete a work from start to finish,
but actually it seems to be taking a little
SAM JINKS

longer. Finding the right initial reference can hold
me up, or if the pose doesn’t work the way I
planned and I have to remodel then the schedule
can blow out a bit, but generally the time
consuming part is the sculpting. If I can’t get
things right I can easily lose an extra week fiddling
about till I’m happy. Once the sculpt is done
things can go pretty fast from there. I’d spend
around a month on the sculpt and then a month to
build the rest, including casting, molding, hair
work and painting.
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The Hanging Man
silicone, human hair, fiberglass
140.0 x 50.0 cm
photographed by Sam Jinks

INTROSPECTIVE:

!

The sculpting process of
The Hanging Man

The hanging man was conceived over a long period, I sculpted an early version some years
before I produced the final one, but was never quite happy with it. I couldn’t leave it alone
so I ended up going back to it and producing the one that was finally exhibited. Usually I
sculpt a small maquette or miniature version before doing it full scale but in this case it
wound up being produced twice..four times including maquettes. The process to produce
most of these works is very similar. They begin as clay sculptures built up over an armature
then then molded and cast in silicone. Once the cast is cleaned up I then poke the hairs into
it and add a little final colour.
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Susie

www.susiedeford.com

DeFord

studied poetry at

Florida State University, and received her MFA from the New School

University. She writes subTEXT, a poetry column for BOMB magazine. Her work has appeared in
several literary magazines. She has taught writing at Brooklyn Friends School, Berkeley Carroll, and
the College of New Rochelle. Also a musician, she fronted the bands Terset and Wu Wei. She lives
in Brooklyn, where she runs Susie’s Pet Care, a dog walking business and writes the blog Dog Poet
Laureate. She is currently seeking a publisher for her first book of poems and photographs called

The Dogs of Brooklyn (c.2007-2009)

The Circus is in Town
Brooklyn is sirens squealing, drills pounding
concrete and beeping trucks’ breaks screech.
Even the littlest birds scream in Brooklyn,
the sparrows with their tiny brown bodies
and mighty lungs. No chirping beautiful songs,
just pigeons cooing and pooing. Hammers
pounding, subways clanking underground,
and people talking, oh my god, the things
they say: “No wonder he gave you a cigarette,
girl, with yo’ big sweaty-ass fun bags hanging out.”
“He’s a bad kisser, and he has a brain tumor”
“I get shunned by this world run by douche bags.”
(That last one was me) I duck into Gorilla Coffee
with it’s music blasting, espresso machines clicking,
and milk steam shriek. I’ve shivered whole winters
away at these red tables writing, trying to right
wrongs wired in my head. The noise outside
is nothing compared to the blasting inside my brain,
in this life the only enemy I have is my own mind.
Head to the Q train, somewhere between Atlantic
and Dekalb a kid starts to scream “Papi, I’ve never
been to the circus! I want to go to the circus!”
In New York kid, trust me, you’re already here.
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Elephant on Brooklyn Bridge
We argue over bridges and subway routes.
You think riding the Q train over the Manhattan
Bridge is best ‘cause you can see the Staten
Island ferry and city lights spilling through
the window scratchiti, lines swimming newts
and abstract minnows in a tank, children’s
drawings. I say walking over the Brooklyn
Bridge is best, its limestone arches portals to
the past and future. Forgotten, the Roeblings
and PT Barnum sent Jumbo trotting over
to prove it was safe. Today, you and I
in suspension between two lives hanging
on, don’t look down at feet or the river under
Look up, there are elephants floating in the sky.

These Streets Aren’t Zagat Rated
The Lower East Side once tenements and turbulence,
the Ramones at CBGBs and all the other flophouse
drunks and bums on the Bowery, now glasshouse,
high-priced condos and galleries and the cadence
of jackhammers and wrecking balls. Old residents
protests no matter, those big money folks trounce
everyone and everything. Neighborhoods once
thrived, no more, chain stores mark the absence
of once great local businesses. New York is
becoming the same suburban sprawl we all fled
here to escape. The art and music moved East
to Williamsburg. Broadway is dimming its lights,
shutting down, recession bound. We’ve bled
dry, pulled teeth, devoured this city like beasts.

SUSIE DEFORD
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Slope
“I’m not much for gossiping, but I do like to talk shit.”
The Slope Opera’s in full swing so-and-so is coming
out in full lesbian fashion. So-and-so’s shift missing
got them expelled from the Food Co-op. No more
fresh greens, crowded shelves, long communist lines.
Walking along 7th Avenue Bones, a bearded tough
motorcycle guy, drives by in his little pink Barbie
car while stroller moms saunter and stare hogging up
the sidewalk. Dogs stop and sniff Marty’s restaurant,
La Taqueria, with its psychedelic murals and burly
bean burritos, but pass on by pulling to Prospect Park
to bound around off leash and swim at dog beach
(which is really just the edge of a lake). I walk on
to browse the crowded shelves of the Community
Bookstore. I step over the two old dogs sleeping
by the new release hardcovers and head to the poetry
section. Run my fingers along the colorful spines,
huff the dust and ink and all the musty spent sweat
of the writers who’ve gone before me. I search to see
who I’ll be sandwiched between when it’s my time
up on that wall with all the language queens and kings.
Beside me to one side perhaps orphan Corso bopping
with the Beats, The Bridge of Hart Crane, and old ee
in all his eccentric glory. To the right this tenderness
comes from Mark Doty, Rita Dove’s smart line struts
on by Denise Duhamel’s sassy sestinas. All of us up
there together getting dusty on the shelf pressed tight
together our slick, sharp corners softening with time.
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The Burroughs of Brooklyn
Summer in the Slope, the gray clouds hang low
over rooftop barbeque smoke. In Brooklyn, people
put plants on their roofs to pretend they have yards
where they watch the fireworks blast blue, red, white
on the 4th of July. The vines clogging my fire escape
my only green tonight. Saw the Burroughs guy
the other day, the one who used to say, “Pardon me,
can you spare some change?” from a stoop on 7th
Avenue. I thought he’d died, maybe he just got clean,
though he still hobbles and nods, hunched over his cane.
Alyssa once tried to give him a fresh salad, he refused
muttering, “Capers? Disgusting, I have standards!”
We all have them, living in our tiny rotting apartments
in the big city so we’ll always have something to do.
Restaurants with rats and caviar, movie theaters jammed
full of people watching Godard’s Pierrot la Fou. Algerian
gangsters chasing Anna Karina and Jean-Paul Belmondo
painting his face blue, blowing himself up with primarycolored dynamite. I trudge busy streets littered with trash,
and hate yet hope for rain to clear the clutter of all these
damn people and clean the piss and dirt off everything.
If someone says they’ve never thought about leaving
they’re lying. The sky opens, drunk and spilling cold
all over everyone. Slowing down, people pause under
awnings praying it’ll pass, this and all the other tough
things that worry them, so they can keep walking.

SUSIE DEFORD
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Francois

Chartier

www.francoisc.com

Francois Chartier is a self taught artist
from Montreal, Canada. In 2000, after 30 years of evolving
in the advertising world as an art director and illustrator,
Francois felt the need to pursue in greater depth his own
artistic journey through painting. His work, in private and
corporate collection in United State, Canada, Mexico, and
Europe, can also be seen in Mexico at the Withfield Gallery.
He was invited to participate in the 15th Annual Realism
Invitationnal at the Klaudia Marr Gallery in Santa Fe
and won

second

place

in

the

SoutWest

magazine

competition, 21 over 31. Francois is now working on a new
series of painting for early 2011.

Art For Artsake oil on canvas 36” x 36”
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FRANCOIS CHARTIER

Q&A

Francois Chartier

Explain your process.
I have a book in which I doodle, just a few lines and a
few words to ensure that I keep my inspiration alive.
From there I gather the needed objects to fulfill the
idea, staging them and taking photographs ‘til I get the
right composition and the correct lighting. I then decide
on the cropping and size of the painting and order the
stretch canvas.
As I like to work on a smooth surface I coat the canvas
with gesso (3 to 4 coats wet sanded in between them).
I print the image full size and start tracing. At this stage,
if everything goes well, I am already 1 or 2 weeks into
the process. It’s also at this stage that I realize how
much work is involved to bring the piece to completion,
and I start to panic, wondering if I can do that, if It Is
too much for me, etc. The adrenaline then kicks in …
I derive great pleasure from this process as the image
becomes a test for me and I give it my undivided
attention. As I will live with this image for 2 to 3
months, it is important that the image moves me and
provides me the challenge I crave and need in order
to complete it.
My painting process can be divided in 3 steps. The first

step is a little like “paint by numbers” and is as simple
as it sounds as it is about just filling in all the area
delimited by my elaborate and precise tracing, as I
concentrate on a small section at a time, to then blend
them together.
When the canvas is completely covered, I start step 2
which I describe as “the mood.” I will go back over
everything with a second coat of more or less
transparent paint to give the image its atmosphere. I
stop concentrating on the small areas and look at the
entire image, adding more glow, light, shadows, and
intensify color, at this point going beyond the
photograph.
As it has been close to 3 month if not more since I first
took the photo for this piece I am now saturated with it
and it is time to put it away and forget about it for a
while. I go back to my doodle book and start preparing
another piece, working on another image. When that is
ready and I’m waiting for the stretch canvas to arrive for
it, I begin step 3: I get the last painting out and look at it
with fresh eyes, usually within a span of two weeks
since I last worked on it. If any corrections need to be
done this is the time for me to address those concerns.
It is also a wonderful feeling as I remember the earlier
moments of panic and doubts. The challenge has been
taken up and I feel a great sense of accomplishment
about being able to realize my vision. I will let the
painting sit for 3 month and then varnish it.

Primary Colors oil on canvas 36” x 60”

FRANCOIS CHARTIER
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Liza 2 oil on canvas 34” x 60”
Why photorealism?
In the mid 70s, I spent a lot of time in New York, a city I
found so exciting I would visit it as often as I could. During
one of these visits I saw one of Charles Bell’s Gumball
Machine in the window of a gallery and it blew my mind. I
knew instantly, that one day I would do paintings like that,
as the ultimate artistic challenge for me. At that time I was
as a commercial illustrator making a modest living. With no
formal art training using photographs instead of drawing
was already a way of working for me as I was eager to get
the drawing part out of the way and play with my main areas
of interest, which are color and mood. When I quit
advertising to start painting, it never crossed my mind that I
would do anything else than photorealism. Don Eddy, David
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Parish, Charles Bell, Audry Flack have all been strong
influence for me.
If you are the photographer what equipment do you use?
For each painting I make I first take hundreds of photos of
my subject matter with a digital Canon EOS Rebel XTI. I also
use a Canon PowerShot G7 with an underwater case for
underwater photos. The photos are my template and I build
from there on through painting. This is an important part of
my painting process.
How has technology influenced your work?
I have always felt very comfortable with technology and was
one of the first commercial illustrators to use a computer in
the early 90’s. Technology has been a great help for me in

FRANCOIS CHARTIER

“Photorealism is tailor
made for me as it
requires hours of
work, an undertaking
which I see as a quest,
almost an obsession,
requiring constant
focus and control. As it
take months for me to
finish a painting
I can’t allow my
moods, good or bad to
affect the way I work
and this becomes a
Zen challenge in itself.
In the end when the
painting is finished
I experience both
disbelief at what
I accomplished and
great pride in my
work: this feeling is
the fuel necessary to
start begin again on a
new piece.”
my artistic endeavor as well, more specifically in the
preparation of an image for painting. With the aid of digital
cameras I take as many photos as needed until I get the
right image. I then use a computer to correct the image,
assuring the right mood by playing with level, and contrast.
In some cases I might go as far as mixing 2 or 3 photos
together to get it perfect.
When I have the final image, I divide it in 8’’X10’’ sections
and print it full size, using that print for final tracing. My
painting is still done the traditional way but technology gives
me more control over the preparation of my images.
How do you feel about formal training?
I have never had formal training but rather a lot of informal

FRANCOIS CHARTIER

experience. Through looking, mimicking, reading about
others and asking questions I have found my own method
of practice. In my opinion the best training one can get is to
work with someone they respect and apprentice with them.
While I did not choose an informal training over a formal one
I feel that learning is a continuous process and there are
many ways to get to an end goal. The key is not to be afraid
of trying different ways of doing things.
Do you find yourself visualizing everything as someday
becoming a painting?
There are a lot of potential subjects out there but so little
time … I do my paintings by series of 10, with a common
theme. When the 10 paintings are done, which is every 2 or
poetsandartists.com
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Julie 1 oil on canvas 48” x 48”
3 years, I like to switch to a different subject matter and I
pick one that I am close to.
Pop Culture Icons were collectibles I had been accumulating
over time. Each object related to a specific moment in time
and therefore brings good memories. The Simply Flowers
series came from my interest in (and my relative success
with) gardening as I grew myself most of the flowers used in
the series. It’s also the series in which I switched from
airbrush and acrylic to paintbrush and oil. Since I scuba dive
and have always had a big interest in water WaterWorld
came as a natural subject. Because I like to stage my
image, and control every aspect of it — a constant in all of
my series— this has been my most demanding work. It’s
also the series that marks a definite break with my early
influence by personalizing even more my images.
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These days I’m experimenting even more, exploring the
possibility my camera can offer and taking more time to
stage my composition to create a powerful inner world. I
also feel I am at a cross point in my evolution as an artist:
while photorealism is still very much what I like to do I am
endeavoring to create more personal subject matters,
attempting to cross the boundaries of pure photorealism
into contemporary art.
How do you know when a work is done?
I don’t think a painting is ever done; there is always
something that could be touched up, that could have been
done better but at one point I just have to let it go and the
painting itself lets me know. Every painting is a step toward
the next one. My headspace drifts toward the next painting
and this time I will do better…

FRANCOIS CHARTIER

How long does one of
your paintings usually
take to finish in this
style?
I like big format
paintings, I feel they
have a greater impact.
Although I understand
that they limit my
production they are
more rewarding and
challenging for me. In
my 9 years as a painter
I have produced 36
paintings, each taking
about 4 months to
realize. Most of that
time is spent actually
painting; the rest is
divided between
thinking of new subject
matter, photographing,
organizing promotion,
and simply taking care
of the studio. I work 8
hours a day, 5 days a
week and enjoy the
days off in between
paintings.
What has been your
biggest challenge?
I never was
comfortable painting
the human body. In my
days as a commercial
artist I specialized in
realistic products and
always rejected jobs
involving the human
body. When I did the
first painting of the
Waterworld series I was
really scared because
of the body involved. I
remember painting all
of the background till I
had no choice but to do
the actual body.
I felt tremendous
satisfaction when the
painting was done, a
feeling that has been
amplified every time
one more painting in
that series was
completed. When I am
ready for my next
ultimate challenge I
plan to do a self
portrait.

Liza 3
oil on canvas
60” x 34”
FRANCOIS CHARTIER

Derek

Henderson
lives and writes in Salt Lake City, Utah, where he lives with his wife and kids. He has lived

variously. His poems have been published in No Tell Motel, CutBank, Salt River Review, Pank, and
elsewhere. Inconsequentia, a book-length collaborative poem written with Derek Pollard, is
forthcoming from BlazeVOX [Books] in fall 2009. At the moment, he appreciates the following, from
Lyn Hejinian’s My Life: “It seemed they had hardly begun and they were already there.”

stopover.
The decision emits from her lips
and I am turned to smoke,
left to pour from the open window of a car
into a desert of exaggerated love:
a vaporous highway prayer, shouted down by angry angels.
I’m drunk. The motel lightbulb is hazed
in its own way. Silently, the tooheated shadows of the room explode:
The light from the bulb breaks
silently over us, watery and tired.
A remnant of the highway materializes,
floating over her overheated cheeks:
I notice this, and the grime on a wooden seat;
a fly that buzzes and touches on her hand.
There should be a pedal pushed to the floor of a car.
The relentless silence, the need to sing
empty songs: now I see that I am beyond
betrayal, able to mount my blue lullabies
onto the walls of this room, all of them
addressed to myself and a distant, elusive interstate.
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Pyrrhus & Wife.
You and I are here,
lacking motive to leave.
We have cold coffee,
much-maligned placemats;
we have the desire to exhaust
those more needful thoughts;
I’ve my sloven discomfort,
you your neat, constant durance.
We’ve outstayed our latest row
and still we sit it out –
both with the same cup of coffee
gone too cold to drink;
both ruminating our reservations
in this booth we’re in.
But this busboy
whisks away napkins, cups and spoons
till even he is gone,
still leaving us sitting still,
in each other’s way,
drunk on water and caffeine.
And until we have had our fill
of this illicit, essential
rhythm of attrition (shut up,
shut up), we will remain,
facing the same, untroubled
glasses of water, furious,
sitting in such empty victories, still.

INTROSPECTIVE:
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The writing process of
Pyrrhus & Wife

While I try not to make a habit of
it, I occasionally notice historical and
mythical archetypes in the daily
routines of life. Odysseus, for instance,
choosing to forego his homecoming
and turn down the street to head
elsewhere. Or Achilles weeping for his
lover over a beer before winning a few
games of pool. Or, as in the case of
“Pyrrhus & Wife,” the Hellenic king
Pyrrhus as one of a couple in perpetual
conflict, both of them taking emotional
casualties, but still together. Pyrrhus
was known for winning battles while
losing countess of his own soldiers
(whence the term “Pyrrhic victory”),
which experience translates easily to a
relationship that continues amid loss.
In the poem, I was working with
an old relationship, one that continued
on despite an apparent loss of love on
both sides. We had finished up yet
another argument, and since neither
one of us were bold enough to step out
of the relationship, we found ourselves
at a local Big Boy restaurant, fuming
on either side of the table. The
remainder of the evening was spent in
a tense silence, which was fine-tuned
by the volume and violence of our
screaming match earlier (the
parenthetical “shut up, / shut up” of
the last stanza). The busboy who
comes in at the middle of the poem
suggests a viewpoint from outside the
troubled relationship, and allowed me
to gain perspective on the tawdriness
of a situation stalled by stubborn
pride. He “whisks away napkins, cups
and spoons / till even he is gone,”
which activity allowed me to write
myself—and hopefully allows the
reader—out of a relationship’s collapse.
DEREK HENDERSON
poetsandartists.com
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Hubert

de Lartigue
www.hubertdelartigue.com

Hubert de Lartigue lives and
works in Vitry-sur-Seine, not far from Paris.
After finishing his studies in graphic arts at
the Duperré and Estienne schools, he worked
for a year in a packaging creation studio. In
1989 he set up as a freelance hyperrealist
illustrator.

At the same time he worked in

publishing and created a wide range of covers
for science-fiction novels and role-playing
games. At the end of the eighties, he started
work on a series of pin-ups and started
commissioning models to pose for him.

His

first exhibition was held at the Louis K.
Meisel gallery in 2000. In 2003, a friend
introduced him to a girl who wanted to pose
for him.

Her name was Octavie. Hubert de

Lartigue’s work has evolved and moved on
to painting and in 2004 he had a show
at the Frédéric Bosser gallery. His success
encouraged him to continue on this path and
he created new works, portraits and nudes of
women artists that were the subject of
exhibitions in New York in 2009 at the
Bernarducci Meisel Gallery.

Nat and Jen acrylic on canvas 15.75” x 15.75”
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HUBERT DE LARTIGUE

“I want my
paintings to
express the
emotion that
I feel in
front of my
models.
Photorealism
is for me
the way to
achieve this
purpose.
I wish people
will be
touched
before
wondering
how it’s
done!”
HUBERT DE LARTIGUE

Le Retour
acrylic on canvas
23.6” x 47.25”

HUBERT DE LARTIGUE

3 French Girls In New York acrylic on canvas 51” x 35”

Portrait de Luh

acrylic on canvas 51” x 35”

Q&A

Hubert de Lartigue

Why photorealism?
Photorealism is a medium not a finality.
I come from realistic illustration and since
becoming a painter I have tried to use my
skills for communicating my love of feminine
beauty.
If you are the photographer what equipment
do you use?
I use a reflex digital camera. I do prefer natural
light.
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What do you hope art historians will say
about your work 300 years from now?
I don’t have any hope of this kind about art
historians! But I hope people will think that
I was a very lucky painter to have such
beautiful models. But to be serious, I work
very seriously. I try to improve my art and my
skills. I try to paint the most beautiful picture I
can each time. Sometimes, I feel happy when
I see the result. This is my way. I don’t really
know where I’ll go, but I am curious and
impatient to be there. I mean, my art is a little
bit erotic sometimes and sometimes I want to
do MORE erotic paintings – almost porn,
maybe. I don’t care about art historians, I
don’t care about customers! I want to be free

HUBERT DE LARTIGUE

Hommage à Bettie acrylic on canvas 51” x 35”

to paint what I want and go as far as I can.
Painting is not only a job, it is a pleasure, a
passion. It is my life.
Do you have a ritual you follow before each
new work is started?
Every time I set to work on a painting, I go
through the same alchemic ritual: I embark
on a quest for the colours that I will use.
I prepare little pots of ink and acrylic paint.
I work with primary colors that I mix to obtain
colors that are as close as possible to those in
the photo that I use as my model. At the end
of each painting there’s a bit of flesh coloured
paint left or some warm or cool shadow
colors. I use these colors as part of the next
alchemic procedure to create colours for the
HUBERT DE LARTIGUE

following painting, which means that each
painting contains a bit of the previous painting
and all the paintings that went before that.
With each painting, the colors become a little
bit more diluted. What this also means is that
each of the women is actually imbued with
some colour of all the other women; a bit of
their soul… and a lot of mine.
How long does one of your paintings usually
take to finish in this style?
I use the time I need to finish each painting. I
only do 12 paintings in a year. So, I guess it
take around a month to finish a canvas. When
I was a student, I had an art teacher, his name
was Georges Pichard, who gave me an advice
I still follow today. This advice was that you
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Virginia
acrylic on canvas
23.6” x 47.25”

HUBERT DE LARTIGUE

Framboise acrylic on canvas 51” x 35”

have to work on an image as if you have the
eternity to finish it. I follow this advice as if it
would be the last painting I will do in my life.
I work until I feel that I can’t do better.
What are you working on next?
I like to work with models that I have been
following for years. Especially my muse
Octavie. I hope I will do a lot of paintings of
her in the future. I don’t have a lot of models
and I don’t see them very often. I try to keep
my desire and my love for them as long and
as fresh as possible. But actually, I am a
family man, you know.

HUBERT DE LARTIGUE

How has poetry influenced your art?
I don’t think that poetry influences my
painting. Poetry is an art and I like doing
poems when they want to come alive. I never
search to do poems but poems are trying to
exist through me. They make me less sad and
less lost. I mean, emotions want to be alive in
our world as things. Things with a soul. Like
everything in art (I hope). Art is the way
emotions find a way to exist in this world.
They use the artists for coming to life. I don’t
know how, I don’t know why, but I feel at my
place when I serve as a medium of some
spirit to come to life.
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INTROSPECTIVE:
For this image, I wanted to do a round canvas,
without a frame but with some volume. So, I decided
to create a sort of a very little part of a big sphere in
wood with a linen canvas stretched on it. A long time
was needed to achieve this project. First of all, I drew
a plan of the support. I was inspired by the wings of
aeroplanes to obtain the curve of the shape. Many of
coats of putty were necessary in order to remove all
the bumps and obtain a perfect surface to stretch and
stapled the canvas on it. This process is very long
because I have to wait a night between each coat of
putty. I think I put ten coats and sanded them with a
very thin sandpaper.
I paint directly on the surface. I paint with
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The painting process of
Oh My God!

airbrush transparent acrylic inks for the skin hues
and opaque acrylic paint for the eyes, for the hair
and the background I use a brush. I work with a
photograph of the model beside me. I compare
shadow and light constantly during the process. To
airbrush, I need to use paper masks to protect parts
which have not to be painted. I stick them with tape.
All these explanations are very technical and
maybe boring. But it is “le métier du peintre.” The
solutions to all these technical problems obsess me
for a month – day and night – because they are
obstacles in front of my goal. I must master them,
domesticate them, and I am very happy when
I succeed.

HUBERT DE LARTIGUE

Oh My God! acrylic on canvas 38” in diameter

HUBERT DE LARTIGUE
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Ryan W.

Bradley
June 2006 on the
Trans Alaska Pipeline
The wind is ice—in June no less,
a handkerchief tied around my face
like an outlaw, thinking about
the warmth of the truck’s cab,
as I drive my shovel into permafrost,
pushing the rubber of my Xtra Tuffs
into the edge of the spade
breaking frozen ground.
The vapor flare cracks—
brings me back to the shovel,
the dirt, the pipeline, the pump station,
the clack and bump of the bus
to and from camp. Set the alarm
to 3 a.m., work with a bum wrist,
and a crew of men with beards
thicker than the disappointments
they’ve accumulated. Wear earplugs,
safety glasses, and hard hat. Metabo
blades cut iron bolts, electricians
pull cable, twelve volt pumps
suck ground water from a trench.
A dozer packs dirt, slams its bucket
into earth again and again.
I walk to the break shack
against the wind, cutting
through my hooded sweatshirt
and Carhartts. Seventy million dollars
of oil passes daily, during a war
and a gas crisis, swept under
the rug of the tundra.
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Ryan W. Bradley was born and

raised in Alaska. He has fronted a punk

band, pumped gas, painted houses, done construction in the Arctic Circle, and now
manages an independent children’s bookstore. He is the editor of Artistically
Declined Press and received his MFA from Pacific University. His fiction and poetry
has appeared or is forthcoming in a myriad of publications including The Oregonian,
Gargoyle, Word Riot, Third Wednesday, and PANK. He lives in Southern Oregon with
his wife and two sons.

Marlboro
My first smoke, passed from your hand,
my sister, daring me to take a drag.
Dad’s fingers were nicotine-yellowed
and grandpa dead of cancer.
In a couple weeks you would be living
on the street, but there, on the porch,
you blew smoke in my face,
threatened to tell dad I had smoked,
unless I did for real. I took the pilfered
cigarette between my fingers, stiff,
like tweezers, pinched it between my lips.
I pulled it into my lungs, pretended
every particle was as heavy
as the genetics we shared.

INTROSPECTIVE:
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The writing process of
June 2006 on the Trans Alaska Pipeline

In the spring of 2006 our country’s gas crisis was just heating up and I found myself
working at Pump Station 1 of the Trans Alaska Pipeline. Just weeks earlier I’d been
taking finals on a university campus outside of Portland, Oregon. And just days before
I left Oregon for training in my childhood home of Alaska I watched Syriana, a film
that entered my mind every time I found myself at odds with the industry I was
surrounded by that summer. The first few days on the slope (as it is commonly
known), I found myself soaking in the elements that make up the descriptions in the
first stanza of the poem. But during my three month stint of working at the Pump
Station, which totaled nearly a thousand hours of labor, I was unable to write due to a
pinched nerve in my wrist, which I suffered my first week and kept secret for the rest
of the summer. It was hard enough to handle equipment all day, holding a pen when
we got back to camp was out of the question.

RYAN W. BRADLEY

I was told once that the key to writing poems about blue collar work was to put in the
details of the job, the tools, the equipment, the people. The things that make it seem
mundane when you’re there doing the work twelve hours a day, seven days a week.
When I got home and could hold a pen again, I took a crack at getting down the
details. “June 2006 on the Trans Alaska Pipeline,” is the result.
poetsandartists.com
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Artist infront of
work in progress
AH(avalanche)
oil on canvas
231x157cm

“I believe in the transformative power of
paint. That it still has the capacity to move
people, to breakdown temporal normality
and extend the senses beyond the picture
plane, to thoroughly intoxicate the viewer
and bring them back to reality enriched.”

www.craigwylie.com

Craig

Wylie

Craig Wylie

is a Zimbabwean living in London.

He studied Fine Arts in

South Africa, graduating top of the class BFA with Distinction before moving to the UK in 1998. He
has won numerous prizes for his painting including the BP Portrait Prize at the National Portrait
Gallery, London and the Hunting Prize’s London Region Prize at the Royal College of Art, London.
Wylie exhibits widely, both in London and internationally.

Quinacridone self portrait oil on linen 253cm x 170cm

K oil on canvas 210cm x 167cm

Q&A
L(saturated)
oil on canvas
230cm x 180cm

CRAIG WYLIE

R(Phantom) oil on canvas 213.5cm x 183cm

Craig Wylie
Why Realism?
I have spent a long time investigating
many different varieties of painting and
found that through a thorough optical
examination in paint something
transformative occurs both on the
canvas and within the viewer in the
process. The closer I make something in
paint resemble the subject I am working
with, the more removed the painted

subject seems from the original. It is
almost a surreal experience. The viewer
seems to be returned to reality with
vigour. One of my biggest early
influences was Velazquez. There is
something bewitching in his ability to
trap human presence within those fluid
skeins of paint. Giacommetti, Lucian
Freud, Frank Auerbach and Francis
Bacon were also strong early motivators.
Other artists I admire are Marlene
Dumas; Michael Borremans; Johannes
Kahrs; Thoralf Knobloch; Eberhard
Havekost; Tuymans; Daniel Richter;
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Gerhard Richter; John Currin; Cecily Brown;
Chuck Close; Glenn Brown; Jenny Saville and
Vija Celmins.
If you are the photographer what equipment do
you use?
I’m a much better painter than photographer. I can
turn a bad series of photographs into a good
painting. Having spent years painting from life
means I can infer information that photographs
can only hint at. I use a Canon 50D with EF24-70
F2.8L USM lens for the studio portraits I use as
subject matter.
How has technology influenced your work?
Using a Mac to paint from has been the biggest
technological influence on my work. It gives me a
greater clarity of colour and depth than a flat 2D
printed image would have and I can zoom in and
out of images I am working from at will depending
on the level of detail I require. I also like the idea
of painting as lightbox. I try to capture the image
in paint as if it is back lit, almost holographic.
How do you feel about formal training?
This is always a difficult question, in effect how
does one teach art? I have had some instruction,
mostly in drawing but everything else I have learnt
through looking at other people’s work;
experience and continual trial and error. A
conceptual framework for ones practice is vital
but so is understanding ones materials if they are
necessary to achieve ones aims. Art schools now
have little formal training and it seems students
want a little more. There needs to be a balance
according to the requirements of each student.
Do you have a ritual you follow before each new
work is started?
Not before a new work but once started a cup of
tea and some good staring is how I start each
day. I also practice my golf swing in the studio.
Have any of your mistakes become a success?
‘Quinacridone self portrait’ 2006 is a prime
example of snatching victory from the jaws of

INTROSPECTIVE:
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defeat. The image was painted in naturalistic
colours initially and simply wasn’t working. I had
spent six or seven weeks on it and was about to
throw it out but thought that a strong transparent
red covering the whole work might be the key to
its survival. I discovered quinacridone red as a
result and the painting is one of my best works
to date.
Do you find yourself visualizing everything as
someday becoming a painting?
I used to before I narrowed my field of operation
to people. I now spend any journey taking all
kinds of incident of light and gesture in people as
reference for my paintings. Although I must say a
lot else still jumps up demanding attention but I
repulse the urge, for the better I hope.
How do you know when a work is done?
This is always an interesting question and the
answer is that something comes over me
physically when I’m looking at a finished work. It
seems to have an actual presence in confluence
with that of my own and hopefully other peoples.
This is due to the convergence of a number of
factors to do with the actual paintstuff merging in
an interesting way with the subject. They have a
symbiotic relationship, each pushing the other in a
constant jostle which seems to be the perpetual
life in stillness that good paintings have.
What has been your biggest challenge?
The biggest challenge in painting, a genre with
such a massive history, is to find ones own
approach. Subjects are only a problem in that
there are so many. There is so much to paint and I
can paint anything in a lot of different ways. It’s
finding that unique access point which means a
painting can still be relevant despite the long
tradition from where it comes.
How long does one of your paintings usually
take to finish in this style?
My work generally takes between one month and
three. This doesn’t depend necessarily on the size
though. Some just are more truculent than others.

The painting process of
D(Prism)

This is a large painting of my brother that I completed recently. Generally I work with people I know as it is
easier to locate a tangible psychological aspect within the work. This doesn’t necessarily mean that the final
presence within the painting has anything to do with the person depicted, but the familiarity allows me a way
into the work somehow. It isn’t necessarily in the photographs I use, it’s something that develops through the
process of painting. What I’m trying to achieve is a presence which goes beyond reality, beyond realism. I’m
not interested in ‘photorealism’ but something altogether more organic and human. Scale is vital to the
perception of my work, the monumentality of this painting directly engages ones nervous system. I start with a
formal portrait sitting, taking the photographs myself. I Then choose one image to work from, spending time
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D(Prism) oil on canvas 235cm x 210cm

deciding on the right sort of cropping and initial colour. I particularly like the off square format of this work
and the way the head sits in space. I have recently begun working solely from my laptop screen as it gives a
greater sense of depth and more subtle colouring than a printed image. Getting the back lit quality of the
computer screen into the work (I like the idea of painting as light box) also gives the work a strange, ghostly,
ethereal blue glow which I wanted as counterpoint to the heavy corporeal nature of the figure. This painting
took nearly three months with many layers and changes of colouring between the face and background. What
gives the work it’s peculiar life is the alchemical nature of the surface. It is paint as flesh, mediated through
photography. The final result always a surprise despite paradoxically working closely with a single image.

CRAIG WYLIE
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Charles F.

Thielman
Born and raised in
Charleston, S.C., educated
at red-bricked colleges and
on Chicago’s streets,
Charles F. Thielman is an
Eugene Poet, Artiste and

Overtime Bar-rail
The deep blue flags of dusk
unfurl above happy hour
at Joe’s Bar and Grill,

member of an independent,
lefty Bookstore’s
collective. He organizes
and hosts readings in their
adjacent performance
venue. They also host fiery
fundraiser’s, book-signings

bar mirror catching
the eyes ready
to spout embers, the eyes
extinguishing flares.
Factory workers
tossing back gut-wash,

and musical events. He has
had several poems
published in journals; so
far this year in POETRY
KANTO, MODOC FORUM,

pumping day-born slivers
into marrow, the dry gutters
of worn knuckles wrapped
around bottle necks, shot glasses,

SEVEN CIRCLE PRESS,
PURE FRANCIS, MUNYORI
and UPHOOK.
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eyes releasing weighted cargoes,
juke box singer leaving
his heart on a hill.

David

Krilivsky
is currently an MFA candidate in poetry at Queens University
of Charlotte. He lives in Vermont with his wife and daughter.

Humility
Make yourself
so small
even sparrows
must bend
to sing
in your ear.
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